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Abstract: 

Aeroponics is the technique of growing plant in soil less system in which roots hanging in the air acquire nutrition from spraying of 

nutrient mist. Although aeroponics was developed initially for the study of root system and related aspects by researchers, its 

paramount success in commercial crop production and large scale clonal propagation made soil less culture and vertical farming a 

sustainable concept for future. The technique is superior in terms of water use efficiency, less time and space requirement, seasonal 

independence, disease free plant propagation and large scale plant production. The purpose of the research conducted was to identify 

and demonstrate technologies for high performance plant growth in a variety of gravitational environments. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

Aeroponics is a culture technique where the plant roots are 

suspended in the air and they are intermittently sprayed with a 

nutrient solution. This technique has been used both in research 

and crops commercial production. Aeroponics presents great 

advantages over traditional agriculture, like reduced the 

consumption of water and nutrients, increased of growth rate, 

plant density and therefore crop productivity. Its main 

disadvantage is crop susceptibility to electrical faults of the 

irrigation system. To optimize resources consumption and root’s 

oxygenation, the nutrient solution is applied intermittently and 

recirculated, therefore it is necessary to continuously monitoring 

the consumption and level of the nutrient solution, as well as the 

correct operation of pumps and valves, because a system failure 

could cause crop loss, due to the lack of substrate of plants. It is 

also fundamental in these hydroponic systems monitoring the 

temperature, pH and electrical conductivity of the nutrient 

solution, since these variables are determinant in the nutrition of 

the crop. Some work has been done on this regard. Reyes, 

proposed the development of a monitoring and control system 

based on wireless communication protocol. Though aeroponic 

technology was initialized in the 1930’s it hasn’t gained popular 

awareness until recent years. In fact aeroponic technology is 

now seen as a major advantage in the movement for large-scale 

urban food production. More and more facilities are opting        

to go with aeroponic growing methods as opposed to regular 

hydroponic or aquaponic hybrid methods. With ongoing 

advancements in soilless growing technology and plant sciences 

it’s no wonder growers are seeking to understand the benefits of 

aeroponic growing methods. 
 

II. AEROPONIC SYSTEM 
 

Aeroponics is a relatively new way of growing plants that is 

getting increasingly popular with many people because of the 

speed, cost, and novelt. The principles of Aeroponics are based 

on the possibility of cultivating vegetables whose roots are not 

inserted in substratum (the case with hydroponics) or soil, but in 

containers filled with flowing plant nutrition. In these containers 

roots can find the best condition regarding oxygenation and 

moisture. These conditions allow for better plant nutrition 

assimilation in a more balanced way, with consequential faster 

development of the cultivated plants. Plant containers can be 

mounted on top of one another and because they are light and 

handy, they can be easily moved according to agricultural needs. 

The Aeroponic system in agriculture is a non stop production 

cycle. Plant nutrition is supplied into a closed circuit. 

Consumption is consequently limited to only the quantities 

absorbed by the plants, allowing for substantial water Savings. 

Materials and devices which hold and support the aeroponic 

grown plants must be devoid of disease or pathogens. 
 

III. METHODOLOGY 
 

In this section, we present theory on application of ion sensor in 

water quality monitoring system. In section A, the proposed 

system, overall block diagram is explained. In section B, 
 

A.Overall Block Diagram 
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B. Proposed system 

The proposed system consist of physiochemical sensors which 

measures water quality by pursuing Temperature, TDS, pH, 

BOD. To control the flow of water solenoid valve is used. They 

are connected to core controller which processes the data and 

sends to the cloud computing. The sensed values viewed on 

cloud computing can be viewed at anywhere at anywhere in the 

world. 
 

C. Proposed System 

In this system, several sensors are used for measuring water 

quality parameters such as pH, TDS, BOD, temperature..The 

measured values are sent to the core controller. Arduino is used 

as a core controller with high speed, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth 

compatibility. Embedded program is used to access terminals of 

the sensors which will read and process the sensed values 

automatically. The Arduino comes equipped with a range of 

drivers for interfacing. However, it’s not feasible to load every 

driver when the system boots, as it will increase the boot time 

significantly and use a considerable amount of system resources 

for redundant processes. Then the monitoring parameters of the 

water from the sensors are transmitted through cloud computing. 

The sensed values are viewed and solenoid valves controlled 

from anywhere in the world using the in internet. Wi-Fi is used 

for accessing mobile devices. 


IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

In this section, we present results of physiochemical sensor 

values and condition of controlling unit. In different areas like 

agriculture, aqua farming, drinking water distribution system 

etc, the water quality monitoring and controlling is very 

important. By this system, we can monitor the water quality and 

control the flow of water through internet by cloud computing. 

The values measured by sensors are stored in separate web 

server. We can view the results with separate IP address.  
 

1.Readings of per day growth of lettuce plants in aeroponic 

system. 

The below table show every day growth of plant in aeroponic 

system. The plants in aeroponic framework were examined as 

needs be to their product period suited for the framework and at 

a rough temperature at the located area was around 32o 

centigrade 

 

Table.1. Growth of Lettuce Plant 

 

Observation done for lettuce plant From the below table we can 

observe that the pH will be maintained in between 6 to 7.5 and 

TDS will be maintained in between 560-840 ppm. The time 

taken by Lettuce leaves for their growth was 45 days in 

aeroponic system and 20 days in germination process. The total 

days of complete growth 65 days and water used by Lettuce 

leaves 50 litters for 24 pots 

 

Table.2. Observation done for lettuce plant 

 
 

V.CONCLUSION 

 

In conclusion, aeroponics is still a good way to learn how to 

master plant growth and learn about their needs, with controlled 

environment. The aeroponic-irrigation system based on the 

present good performance when it is implemented in a research 

greenhouse. These results can be applied in a commercial 

greenhouse with polyculture or when different nutrient solutions 

formulations are employed. For this particular application the 

most difficult implementation task lies in the fact of having just 

one pH probes for monitoring different nutrient solutions. In a 

commercial application, such difficulty is eliminated, since these 

systems only has a central tank of nutrient solution, therefore, 

the measurements can be realized continuously. This system is 

used in many fields like water distribution system, industries and 

aqua farming. This monitoring and controlling process can be 

performed at anytime and anywhere in the world .In future 

Aeroponics, a vegetable growing technique that NASA hopes. 

NASA is using aeroponics to grow fresh produce on long term 

missions to outer space. Aeroponics could be also used as an 

alternative to growing crops and with technology the way it is 

today aeroponics could be the next big thing. 
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